ASCIT Plans
Lost Weekend
For May 15-17
Lost Weekend 1959 will get under way Friday, May 15, according to ASCIT social chairman, Ken Casey. Forms and announcements were sent out this week and most of the entertainment has been arranged.

First held in 1953, the Weekend gives Techmen a chance to visit places to visit southern California and the Institute.

Dinner Friday night in Blacker and Ricketts will start things going. This will be followed by a dance in front of the Athenaeum, featuring professional entertainment. At the same time, a stage-money casino will be operating in Ricketts Lounge.

Student House breakfasts will be an Saturday’s agenda, followed by a trip to one of the beaches. Lunch will be served at 17th Street.

For Saturday night, ASCIT has reserved the Ash Grove, an coffee house on Melrose Ave. Coffee, food and a floor show will be available at no cost to Techmen and dates.

The rest of Saturday’s activities, Saturday night, will be on an individual basis.

Sunday morning, an off-campus breakfast will complete the Weekend.

In previous years, out-of-town dates will stay in temporarily vacated Student House rooms. Several dorm dates are expected again this year.

The ASCIT social budget will pay most of the costs of the holiday.

Student Life Poll Comes Out Friday
An ExComm poll on student life will be distributed tomorrow from tables in front of Bridge and Dabney. Copies of the poll will also be available at the house presidents and will be mailed to students who do not pick them up. The results of the poll will be used as part of the Executive Committee’s report on student activities and attitudes. Completed polls should be turned in next week. Scores will be provided in the Houses, Throop Club, lower Throop and Dabney.

Sajdera Elected Junior President; Runoff Contests Continue Today

Slobko Named Big T Editor; EPC Listed

Virtually completing its appointments docket, the Board of Directors filled Big T offices and the Educational Policies Committee and named a Students’ Day chairperson Monday night. Head Yell Leader will be appointed next week.

Tom Slobko was appointed Big T editor and Jim Blackman, business manager. Harold Stark was named Students’ Day chairperson. New EPC members include Dave Blakemore, Larry Brown, Doug Carmichael, Phil Chernow, John Cooper, John Golden, Bill Howard, Ron Lawler and Roger Noll.

Slobko and Blackman will be in charge of the 1959-60 annual and will appoint their own staff. Stark will head the committee in charge of Students’ Day, set for late in first term.

ExComm, Camp
In other ASCIT business, Doug Carmichael was named chairman of the Executive Committee when it met last Thursday. Inquiries for camp counselors were completed this week and appointees will probably be announced Monday.

Science Exhibits Show Tomorrow
Thirty scientific demonstrations will be shown in Dabney Lounge Friday and Saturday, May 8 and 9.

Science Exhibits include a model liquid crystal machine from Cope- land’s “The Tender Land.”

Also on the program will be the Caltech Glee Club’s annual spring concert Friday and Saturday, May 8 and 9, in Culbertson Hall.

Selections from Brahms’ “From Brahms to Broadway” will be presented in the Caltech Glee Club’s annual spring concert Friday and Saturday, May 8 and 9, in Culbertson Hall.

In other ASCIT business, Doug Stewart was elected secretary over first term. Dave Bailey and John Cooper were eliminated.

Junior
Larry Sloss edged Rich Drew for junior vice-president. Rich Drew was elected unopposed for the secretary. Art Rubin outpolled Pete Rony for senior treasurer.

Long term ran uncontested for athletic manager.

In the senior Board of Control election, Bob Thompson won one of the spots with Bob Wax and Pedro Bodalski entering today’s runoff. Dave Bailey and John Cooper were eliminated.

Sailors Save Stranded Props, Pickles
By Dave Nissen
A good half of Ricketts House arose early Sunday morning bound for the uncharted shores of Catalina; possibly the first time the concerned concert had been up before Sunday breakfast in their lives.

Soon after the boat reached the channel, some of the happy voyagers organized a cookie-throwing contest, in which our beloved editor-in-chief was declared winner both in volume and presentation.

Having reached their objective, the group regaled themselves with broiled hot dogs and canned soda-pop. Their transcendent compositions barged to a glowing pitch, the pickles were suddenly greeted with the news that the channel was closed for the night. It seems that the boat had left for the mainland at 3 o’clock with another load of passengers — the trip taking over five hours.

Two people broke their legs, and two others went overboard in the face of a 20-foot swell. The boat stayed on the main- land; the party stayed on the

Tech! Named All-American
The California Tech won its third straight All-American rating this week, according to the Associated Collegiate Press. The rating was awarded this week.

Spring Sing Planned For Week End

Musicale members “From Brahms to Broadway” will be presented in the Caltech Glee Club’s annual spring concert Friday and Saturday, May 8 and 9, in Culbertson Hall.

Selections from Brahms’ “The Four Serious Songs” will be performed in the more serious part of the program.

The Broadway segment will include “September Song” and “Stamp Your Foot” from Copleland’s “The Tender Land.”

Also on the program will be the Caltech Quartet, a piano solo by Gary Lorden, and a number or two by the newly formed Glee Club Clarinet Trio.

This will also be the first opportunity for members of the Glee Club’s newest recording, due about May 20. Price is $1.50. Tickets for the concert, which starts at 9:30 p.m., are free for Techmen. $1.00 for adults. Children under 12, 75 cents.

Singing, from left to right, are Dick MacAnally, Paul Wechsel, George Mueslich, and Ron Arps — the Caltech Glee Club Quartet.

Juniors
Marty Kaplan defeated Dave Sageman for the senior vice-president post.

Sam Trotter was elected unopposed to the secretary job. Art Rubin outpolled Pete Rony for senior treasurer.

Long term ran uncontested for athletic manager.

In the senior Board of Control election, Bob Thompson won one of the spots with Bob Wax and Pedro Bodalski entering today’s runoff. Dave Bailey and John Cooper were eliminated.

Juniors
Larry Sloss edged Rich Drew for junior vice-president. Rich Drew was elected unopposed for the secretary. Art Rubin outpolled Pete Rony for senior treasurer.

Long term ran uncontested for athletic manager.

In the senior Board of Control election, Bob Thompson won one of the spots with Bob Wax and Pedro Bodalski entering today’s runoff. Dave Bailey and John Cooper were eliminated.

Sophomores
Dick Chang and Dick Tuft gained re-election as sophomore- president runoff, eliminating Jim Dugdale. A three-way contest remains for the secretary job between Alan Bernstein, Larry Kugler, and Art MacGarr.

Dick Harris and John Russ were the treasurer runoff, over Julian Prince.

Bob Juola ran unopposed for sophomore athletic manager.

Five candidates remain alive in the race for the two BOC seats: Jim Goodell, Dean Gerber, Bill Howard, Tim Little, and Roger Noll.

Under the new class election by-laws, if no freshman BOC candidate receives a majority in the runoff, the second runoff will be held among the three candidates receiving the greatest number of votes in today’s election.

Frank Greenman and Jim Sajdera will vie for next year’s senior president, John Walsh having been eliminated. Carl Hamilton and Gerry Younce remain in the sophomore race. Judd Haverfield was ousted in Tuesday’s first round of balloting.

Marty Kaplan defeated Dave Sageman for the senior vice-president post.

Frank Greenman and Jim Sajdera will vie for next year’s senior president, John Walsh having been eliminated. Carl Hamilton and Gerry Younce remain in the sophomore race. Judd Haverfield was ousted in Tuesday’s first round of balloting.

FAQ
Who do you see in the pictures?
We see people on the beach, some of whom are holding beach chairs.

Where is the event taking place?
The event is taking place on the beach.

What is the event about?
The event is about people enjoying the beach and possibly participating in a beach-themed activity, as suggested by the presence of beach chairs.

What kind of activities are they engaged in?
They are engaged in activities such as holding beach chairs, possibly preparing for a picnic or relaxing on the beach.

What is the significance of the event?
It is unclear from the image alone, but it could be a casual gathering, a beach day out, or an event related to a specific occasion such as a beach-themed party or celebration.

Do they appear to be enjoying themselves?
The people in the pictures appear to be enjoying themselves, as indicated by their relaxed postures and the overall atmosphere of the beach setting.

Is there any indication of the time of day?
There is no explicit indication of the time of day in the image, but the lighting suggests it could be midday or early afternoon.

How many people are present in the image?
There are multiple people present in the image, but an exact count is not possible due to the nature of the depiction.
Karen Beach Stars In ASCIT Play

BY KEITH BROWN

Karen Beach, a sft. 24m, red-head with brown eyes, has the dubious honor of being the lone female in this year's ASCIT play, "The Hasty Heart." Yet she seems to be handling the part with singular fervor. When a fellow actor was questioned as to her ability, she offered that "she is expert at cupping her hands and kissing me." This reporter did not attempt to verify this. Karen had a suitable reply to this comment, but it might be wise to suppose it out of deference to her husband, Bill Beach, who is now working as a graduate student for Dr. Richard's in natural products chemistry.

Karen was born 21 years ago in Pennsylvania. She attended Douglas College in New Brunswick, N.J., for three years, majoring in drama. She found outside enjoyment in playing the piano and being social chairman of her house. She took part in such plays as "Anastasia," "Medea," and "Pygmalion," and spent a summer with a stock company; she was elected to membership in the National Honorary Drama Society, Alpha Pi Omega. But then, also, the long arm of marriage beckoned, and she moved out to California.

Presently, she is working as a clerk-typist for the Los Angeles Army Ordnance District. Eventually, she hopes to return to the La Jolla campus—presumably because of her love for the westerly swell, the sun-drenched ocean, and many other, problems. This study has been undertaken; the ASCIT Executive Committee is nearing completion of its report on student activities and attitudes. The report will describe undergraduate activities, organizations and traditions, and the attitudes towards these institutions. It will also consider study habits and the general academic atmosphere, as well as the undergrads' social situation.

As part of this report, the ExComm will, beginning tomorrow, take a poll of the student body in order to collect opinions and statistical information for use in the study.

This is not just another part of "the ASCIT political game," but a serious attempt by ExComm to gather material to be used as reference by anyone concerned with student academic and non-academic life.

The California Tech urges each and every undergraduate to give this poll his serious attention. It is long and will take some time to complete, but a little sound thought about the questions asked will contribute useful information to everybody concerned.

Good Idea

Tom Jovin, in last week's President's Column, brought up an issue which we've seen discussed in several major college newspapers recently. Jovin pointed out the desirability of having controversial speakers visit the campus.

SC's Daily Trojan brought out many of the same points Jovin mentioned and the SC student senate passed a resolution last week calling on the administration to bring this type of visitor to their campus.

Caltech's Open Forum was an attempt a few years ago to accomplish this. We understand that the principle cause of the Forum's downfall was, again, lack of student initiative and interest. The administration had given its okay to the project. If this is the case, and if anybody else agrees with Jovin and the Daily Trojan, then all we need is a little gung-ho sense and we, too, can have Harry Bridges visit us.

PICKLES AND PROPERITIES

(Continued from page 1)

island.

In a flurry of frantic phone calls to mothers, baby-sitters, and girls' dorms, arrangements for the night were made. We are happy to report that the social proprieties were observed: cynical upperclassmen were not bunked with freshmen.

As the travelers rushed downstairs to start their TV Series

Near's Finale

The final two programs in the Caltech's "Next Hundred Years" TV series will be presented May 10 and 17 over Channel 4, at 4:30 p.m. Dr. Halton Arp of Palomar Observatory will talk about "Measuring the Universe" on May 10. Dr. L. A. Dulridge will speak in the final production, "Scientific Future: The Caltech Story." The Glee Club will also sing.

“Good Idea”

Karen Beach will play the only female role in the ASCIT play. Somewhat greater involvement at the graduate level. After several more weeks of rehearsal, however, it is expected that her opinions at least of certain undergraduates will be well formed.

We hope that they are favorable.
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The Music Scene
By David Schuster

Eduard Van Bienum in Retrospect

The musical world suffered a great loss a few weeks ago when Eduard Van Bienum died suddenly. We are all aware of the great conductor with the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam. He was one of the great conductors of our time, and we will be sorely missed by all music lovers. I was fortunate to hear Van Bienum conduct not only the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, but also as a guest conductor with the Philadelphia Orchestra and as conductor of the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam in their triumphal American tour in 1953. On all these occasions, I was impressed by the gentleness of the man and the sincerity with which he approached his work.

He conducted with a minimum of histrionics, even when the music itself was very exciting. One knew that the orchestra members had been sufficiently well-rehearsed, that they knew exactly what Van Bienum wanted, so that many wild gestures, signifying nothing, were unnecessary.

Dedication

He was completely dedicated to music. Van Bienum did not give eccentric interpretations, but rather gave to the heart of the music and followed the composer’s directions in all details. It is not surprising then that he usually had the score on the desk in front of him, so that all the complicated dynamic markings and directions were always at hand for guidance in the performance. He sought and attained complete clarity in orchestral playing, so that any orchestra he conducted was made to sound like a group of virtuosos.

This complete dedication was transferred to the musicians who always played for him with the best of which they were capable. In the case of the Concertgebouw Orchestra, it also earned a deep affection for their conductor who had led them over a period of 25 years to the position of one of the greatest orchestras in the world.

In terms of repertoire, Van Bienum probably had the widest repertoire of any of the great conductors of our time. He was as familiar with the style of Bach, Mozart and Beethoven as he was with the contemporary idiom of Stravinsky, Bartok and Hindemith.

He continually championed contemporary Dutch music, and the ultramodernism of Bruckner and Mahler.

While every Van Bienum performance was a good one, certain performances were so outstanding that the performances of Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony in New York and Los Angeles and a performance here of Mahler’s “Das Lied Van Der Erde,” which were moving and, in total, overwhelming in their emotional impact.

His performance of Beethoven’s Eighth and Ninth Symphonies will not soon be forgotten. The attention to minute detail and the delicacy in his interpretations of the music of Debussy and Ravel gave rise to both exciting and exciting performances.

Bartok

Perhaps the greatest single performance I can recall was his conducting here of Bartok’s “Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta.” Here the holiness between the orchestral choirs was so perfectly maintained that all the weird tone combinations were faithfully reproduced; yet each part was completely distinct. The rhythms and the basin of the music kept it moving so that it never became merely an exercise in unusual sounds. This performance justified the estimation of Bartok as one of the most important composers of this century.

During his brief tenure here in Los Angeles, Van Bienum was building an orchestra as he had done previously in Amsterdam and in London. The improvements were obvious, but much remained to be done. Now this work remains for another to finish. Unfortunately, a talent such as Van Bienum’s is too rare, and there is truly none to take his place. Let us hope that the progress he made with the orchestra continues.

(Continued on page 4)

The Ash Grove Presents
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The Tarnished Ear

Cleaner Controversy Considered

BY PIERRE SONDERS

This week let’s forget about the big pieces of equipment in a hi-fi system and deal with one of the incidentals, record cleaning. There is an infinitude of products available for keeping dust and gunk out of the grooves. These include liquids for spraying and wiping, brushes, cloths, sponges, soaps and radioactive materials.

Let’s start with that ingenious machine called the ESL Dust Bug. I’ve been using one consistently for two years, and I’ve still delighted with it. The Dust Bug incorporates an individually powered tuft of soft nylon fibers in front of a cylindrical plush pad.

The bristles and pad are mated with a special anti-static fluid supplied in a replaceable dispenser tube. This Dust Bug fluid helps to loosen groove dust and lint, and which is then collected by the pad. It also eliminates static charge in the record, and maintains it in this neutralized condition.

The standard model Dust Bug is mounted on its own transparent arm. There is a suction cup base supplied, which, according to the instructions, can be permanently mounted on the turntable board. I couldn’t make the cup stick, so I got rid of it and mounted the arm on a pin driven into the turntable board.

In a special model for record changers, the tuft and pad assembly clips onto the arm of the changer. To use the bug you simply moisten the pad and brush with the little tube of liquid and lower the arm onto the record, as if it were a pick-up arm. The pointed nylon bristles follow the groove like a pack of styli, and the arm moves across the record.

I have one minor complaint about those bristles, though. They produce a small amount of

(Continued on page 5)
I was ushered into the pastel green office by a uniformed employ­ee. As I sat, he went back to his position of ja­ru­do by the large, gold plaque that so simply, but appro­ priately, stated: "Si aime, je prends; si non, je détruits." If I like; if not, I destroy.) I seated myself in one of the plush chairs and waited for the secretary to announce me.

An hour later, I was standing in front of the big swivel chair to keep visitors at a dis­ creet distance. An inappropri­ ou­s sign at the front of the desk read: Marjorie Cheney—Power, Inc.

She leaned back in the chair and took a deep, sensual puff on the "Turkish cigarette. You could almost tell by the hard eyes that she was from St. Paul, Minn., and had run the gamut of college education and the Y.A. hospitals here in L.A. and UCLA Med Center. Yes, she had started small at UCLA, but in three short months, efficiency and ambition brought her Chief Administrative Dietician of the Med Center.

Hits Big Time

Then, in July, 1957— I think we all remember the day— Margie Che­ney heard about Cal­tech and a position open and she moved in. Now I sat in front of her to find out the truth.

"Mistress Cheney" (she insists on her cal­m manner from some unknown reason), what have you done in your two short but fruitful years here at this great institution?"

"I have! she answered in that commanding, powerful voice that so many true leaders have, "es­ tablished eating in the houses on week ends the same as on week days; kept more careful account of damage charges in the houses by meeting with my puppets, the house presidents; instituted the Student House Committee which handles all student dissatisfac­tion with food and reports to me the names of all who complain; cut down Philippino personnel to a bare minimum. The stu­dents, on the whole, have poor nutrition habits; if they ate everything I put in front of them, they would have a bal­anced diet — the basic 7, in lay­man's language.

"What do you plan for the fu­ture, if I may be so bold?" I hesitatingly asked. The warm glow of anticipated success seemed to leave her face. I had never seen this Marjorie Che­ney. She seemed to be off far away in a dream. Could this be the real warmhearted-down-to-earth Niagara, the one nobody known? Is there a heart that beats true beneath that rough exterior?

Plot Exposed

"Next year," she said softly, with great feeling, "I'd like to improve all the food preparation and recipes. There was one instance where there has been less fruit throwing. I'm going to have space fruit." One of the jaguars purred content­edly. "And if the students don't eat all the food they have been given, it's been continued sweetly. "That's just too bad, because the 21-meal plan stays.

I excused myself and started to leave, but before the electric eye had opened the panelled oak doors, she added: "I don't think too many of the students realize that out of the money they pay, all the equipment is bought, all personnel salaries are paid, and all the food purchased. This is a non-profit organization!"

I nodded. The jaguars purred as they nibbled on the rug.
* * *

All kidding aside, if you have any concrete suggestions to im­prove the food situation in the houses, tell your nearest food committee member.

Mount Wilson Observer Notes Increased Sun-Spot Activity

There have been more spots on the sun in the past few months than have ever been re­corded before, a Caltech solar observer reported recently.

The significance of the current peak of activity has not been determined, said Thomas Cragg of the Mt. Wilson Solar Observa­tory, which is operated by Tech and the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Sunspots have been counted systematically only for 200 years and on a daily basis only for the past century.

"The sunspot displays do not seem to have affected communi­cations as much as some smaller sunspot outbursts in the past," Cragg said, "While I don't be­lieve there has been a signifi­cant difference in the emission of matter from the sun, there have been several good promi­nences.

Sunspot activity reaches a peak about every 11 years, then tapers off. There have been four such peaks since 1957, each one higher than the previous one.

The peak most nearly approach­ing the current one in intensity occurred in 1778 and the current one is 20 per cent higher than that was, Cragg said.

Is the sunspot activity likely to continue increasing? Cragg said it is expected to taper off in a year or two, and the next peak in about 1960 should not be as high.

Cragg said he had no way of knowing whether the intensified sunspot activity is linked with the apparent warming up of the Pacific Ocean along the West Coast or the recession of the gla­ciers.

"People have attempted to cor­relate many things with sun­spots — such as the weather and horse races," Cragg said. "At­tempts have been made, for in­stances, to correlate the ups and downs of the stock market with the ups and downs of sun spots. If any of these traditional sun­spot manifestations are real, they should become apparent now as the sunspot rash con­tinues well above normal."
By John Berry

Another drink on which there are many good variations is the Alexander.

The Alexander No. 1
1 part Brandy
1 part Creme de Cassis
1 part Creme de Cassis

The Alexander No. 2
2 parts Dry Gin
1 part Creme de Cassis
1 part Creme de Mocca

The Alexander's Sister
2 parts Dry Gin
1 part Creme de Menthe
1 part Creme de Cassis

In all of these, shake well with ice and strain into glass.

H. E. CROWN
129 N. Raymond SY 6-3131
We Honor ALL Student Cards

Yul Brynner
Joanne Woodward

SOUND and the FURY
also
THREE THOUSAND HILLS
Don Murray
Lee Remick

I think the last named is the best as a dessert drink. However, in a serious drinking bout, it's something to stay away from, being much too sweet. Perhaps, in such cases, No. 1 is slightly the best of the three.

In drinks such as these, the stomach lining gets coated with cream and cannot absorb the alcohol as fast. This makes the drink deceptively, as it is very easy to drink too many before one knows he has drunk any. Make no mistake, in those drinks does eventually get into the blood.

Attorney Will Discuss Loyalty Oaths, Security
Hugh Manes, prominent attorney, will speak on loyalty oaths and the House Un-American Activities committee Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in Dalney Lounge. The YMCA will sponsor the meeting.

Pre-Registration
Pre-registration for next year's first term will begin Monday, May 18.

Blacker Snow Party
Beak hears the Boyth held a math lecture with Scripps rector, well, actually it was an exchange. Social ineptitude reigned supreme; a loss from Harvey Studd rushed home afterwards. Woke off the entire HMC girls' dorm, with her screaming and giggling. Coherent at last, she gasped, "Guess what? I learned how to use the log logs tonight!"

Punch Drunk
Nevertheless, a few brave Claremont females dared brave the Caltech scene again at the Philom-opus, ope, exchange, last week. Innocent Robbie Snakelock, upon picking a pair at Dalney Hall, was warned as they left: "Now, please don't try to impress us with science again!"

They were impressed in a different way as ten gallons ofighthouse punch were downed by the mob. The notorious JP-4 fell such notables as the Big Ash, Wan Crawler and John L. Cub scout Jr., Down Tubling and J. Fryere.

Skirty Skirmish
It was one of those dark rooms in a Catalina hotel. A mob of hew and dates filled it to overflowing. Off in the corner, a mustied guitar sighted passionately, "On with the lights!" shout ed a scheming female. What should be revealed last the odd sight of A. McSgr, one hand clasped gently in the soft white palm of unknowing K. Lepre chaus, the other resting on the shapely knee of distracting Dick Long. Tie rumored that the three were somewhat surprised.

Bon Score
Beak heard a nasty rumor that D. Christleth has even a tally sheet on his wall of girls' honed. Latest figure: 127.

Liquid Lithoario
Egpytian Zimmerman was heard to tell the Philhers at dinner the other night, "Hey, gochhow, Don Owings broke the Caltech breast stroke record at the meet this afternoon and now he's one of the ten best in the country!"

General amusement followed as Bob Pailthorp stepped under the nearest table.

Party Pooper
The morning's delegates whiled away their evenings, naturally, with diplomatic tea, sometimes with smiles, sometimes with frowns, sometimes with laughs, sometimes with tears. Upper echelon gathering featured the attention of the local bosses, who sent a representative officer around to set as wet blanket en ev.　enjoyable.

This minion entered one room and informed the occupants that they had one minute to break up. "But we're not partying," explained one delegate, "we're casuading!"

"There'll be none of that in this hotel!" admonished the de pective, and hurried out in a righteous glow of duty done.

The Farried Bash (Continued from page 3)

noise, which is much like the familiar needle talk, although it does sound somewhat like scraping. When the system is playing at a reasonably loud level, the talk is noisome, producing a kind of screech which, if one can get on your nerves at close distances.

The standard model, complete with arm, base and a tube of goo, is $5.75. The changer model is $4.75. The goo alone costs $1.50. Although these prices are somewhat high, they are cheap if savings in record wear can be achieved.

It Works
Does the Dust Bug reduce noise and wear? Audio magazine says, "After half a dozen plays, noise, pops and clicks are gone. Highly recommended... should be on every turntable."

My reaction upon examining the brush after using it for the first time was, "I didn't know there was dust in the world!"

This thing really picks up dust. Ask the man who owns one.

I'm still worried about a few points, though. First, what is the liquid in the little bottle? I suspect that it's some cheap chemical, which can be obtained elsewhere for considerably less than $1.25 an ounce. I'd like to know if anyone knows the answers to this one. Secondly, why does the cost of dusting a record double or triple if the dust is already down to a few milligrams? If that's what the cost is supposed to reduce, I think the things have a lot to answer for.

Next week I'd like to go into some of the other cleaners. If you have a favorite, let me know. Bob Pailthorp has been looking into plastic lubricants, and something to reduce noise, which is much like the fabric of the dust bug.

Take a word—amplifier, for example. With it, you can make a wet microphone (champlifier), a home-made loudspeaker (champlifier) or a P.A. system in an army post (champlifier). That's Thinklish—and it's that easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish answer book which is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, M.L. Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address, college or university and class.

Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Product of The American Tobacco Company—"Relax is our middle name!"
Baseball Teams Drop Four; Walsh, Merrill Lead League

Beaver baseball squads were dealt four losses over the past week, and the last three of those four are the most interesting of the campaign.

Occidental handed the Techs a double-dip in a 5-2 and 12-9 decision last Wednesday, and Redlands completed the sweep with a victory Sunday. A booming two-run homer by Oxy third sacker McKenna in the top half of the 8th frame broke a 4-4 deadlock wide open and gave the visitors the winning run.

The lossers rolled slightly in their victory this week, and their early season attack run but couldn't overcome the two-run advantage.

John Price scattered 12 hits throughout the game but a pair of homers spelled his downfall. Half of the Oxy runs were scored on the home-run cloud.

Into Extra Inning

Holding a 4-2 lead as late as the ninth inning, the Beavers yielded up a 6-4 victory to the Owings in a game that was postponed due to rain and will be sent to the game into extra innings.

Top sticklers for the Beavers were once again John Walsh and Buzz Merrill, respectively, the two top hitters in the SCIAC. Walsh, bating for another hitting crown and possibly repeat on the all-conference n i e , tapped a pair of singles, as did Merrill.

The Beavers took advantage of nine walks in scoring the eight runs.

Redlands had no trouble in handling the visiting Techmen this week.

The powerful Bulldogs blasted the offerings of Price for 12 hits to clinch the closer early in the game. The only Beaver rally was in the fifth inning when Merrill, Dale Parkhurst, Dave Blakemore blasted doubles and Walsh a triple to push over three runs.

Golden Pitchers

Bob Golden pitched another gem as he hied through the half mile in the nitely time of 1:57.3, and Redlands' Ruter unleashed a 50 ft. 74% in four effort in the shot put to break the old record.

Klett Wins

Tech looked in good track events. Along with Tull's half mile in the mile and Jim Klett ran a 10.4 hundred yards in the 10000 yard race in the final leg when Whittier nosed them out of third by one point.

The action saw two records fall. Little Beaver Dick Tuft put new farting height in the 10000 mile, Bob Juola placed second in the mile, Bob Moore, and Redlands' Stater unleashed the difference. Whittier nosed them out of third by one point.

The action saw two records fall. Little Beaver Dick Tuft put new farting height in the 10000 mile, Bob Juola placed second in the mile, Bob Moore, and Redlands' Stater unleashed the difference. Whittier nosed them out of third by one point.

The addition of two new free-style swimmers, although Occidental swim team threatens to make Friday's meet much closer than had been expected. If the Beavers can overcome obstacles, however, the path seems clear to the championship.

Sailors Dropped in Close Match

The Caltech Sailing Club, Improving with each regatta, near¬ed thrilling victory in the second Occidental in a dual meet held last Sunday at the Los Angeles Yacht Club. The Techmen were the only two of the five races, and lost by a total of four points in the over all tally.

Top skipper for the sailors was Lowell Clark, who grabbed two firsts and two thirds in the five races. Also skipper¬ing the Beavers' crew was Keith Matthews and Bob Moore.

Next week the Sailing Club will travel to Los Angeles to face the Lib¬eristata, an invitational meet with the Southern California scholastic. Ac¬cording to Tommy Feldman, the Sailing Club has a good chance for victory.

Welcome to THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP Near the Coffee Shop

ALL HAIRCUTS $1.50

Two Barbers to Serve You